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Timing is everything! In Telling Time with Tarot Cards: Tarot Timing Techniques you learn the art
of prediction and how to forecast -even pinpoint - the 'when' of events with any deck of tarot
cards.Find clear and simple methods for analyzing and reframing questions, reading clues in the
cards, and utilizing ancient methods of correspondence to zero in on one of the most often
asked question, ‘When?’The purpose of this work is to teach you how to determine the timing of
events, to the minute if needed; when it might not be appropriate to do so; and to do so
confidently by using any deck of tarot or ordinary playing cards.Discover how the Aces, Pips,
Royal Court, and the Majors each tell their own type of time. Fine tune your readings for yourself
or clients with timing answers ranging from years to seasons or hours to minutes. Learn how to
predict when an event will occur using the lunar phases hidden in the cards.Master the flow of
the reading process necessary for discovering time in any kind of spread. You will even learn
how to create your own timing deck and tarot timing spread.A wide variety of simple reading
methods confirm time revealed by the cards. Step by step guides show how to incorporate
multiple methods for various types of readings. Plus discover a plethora of useful tips and easy
techniques to get spot on timing answers every time.The author clearly relates the tarot to other
occult sciences such as astrology, the kabbalah, and numerology. In addition, over a dozen
spreads are shared and explained along with images, diagrams and full readings.Here find
basic and advanced lessons, exercises, procedures, and fundamental esoteric philosophy to
help guide, support and bolster your prediction confidence, even without using a spread! For fun
there are two ‘challenge’ spreads included for practice and sharing online.Can the future be
predicted? Do you understand your own personal time? Find the answers to these questions
and much more in Telling Time with Tarot Cards: Tarot Timing Techniques. Whether launching a
new product, buying stocks, making a career change or setting a wedding date, everyone
benefits from getting a look into the future!This go to reference for forecasting and timing
techniques using the tarot - whether for business, politics, wagering, or daily life - is destined to
become a must have occult classic and valuable addition to any library.
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my beloved fellow tarot readers, tarot students, and responsible practitioners of all divination
arts. Be blessed with insight, compassion and respect. May we earn each of those, to the
power of the three times three.PREFACEThe tarot exerts a mysterious allure. Since the late 14th
Century tarot cards have been in use; many speculate its origins are rooted in ancient Egypt. Its
symbolism as it is known in the West depicts archetypes which bloomed into development
during the Renaissance as the Crusaders opened up communication with the Arab world and
the vast empires of the Byzantium. During this era philosophy, art, science, and religion
underwent an astonishing regeneration. Classical Greek culture was rediscovered and oriental
esoteric teachings including astrology and alchemy began to filter into Europe. At the deepest
levels, the Tarot’s images defy analysis because the images draw upon Gnosticism, classical
Greek philosophy, astrology, alchemy, heretical belief and pagan myth. The symbols are
archetypes reflecting characters in daily life, the wider community, fairy tales and dreams. The
tarot uniquely offers an endless variety of images, via the ongoing recreation of its 78 themes by



modern deck creators. These images often depict ancient occult symbols, alchemical process,
and esoteric truths. The tarots messages connected to time are sometimes overt and other
times covert, yet deserve a more prominent place in tarot discussion and study. Time has a
personal value for each of us. The saying, “With age comes wisdom”, connects to the awareness
that also accompanies age, that being - that time - each day, is meaningful and
precious.Physicists tell us that time, the fourth dimension, ‘is the indefinite continued progress of
existence and events that occur in apparently irreversible succession from the past through the
present to the future’. Temporal measurement was a prime motivation in navigation and
astronomy. Diverse fields, from business to sports, the fine arts, gambling, and weather, all
incorporate some notion of time into their respective system of measurement. Time is also
significant in social interaction and the economics of life. It has taken me many years of study
and practice to become comfortable and confident with answering time questions using tarot
cards. The hope behind the purpose of this work is to teach you how to determine the timing of
events, to the minute if needed, when it might not be appropriate to do so, and to be able to do
so confidently by using good judgment and any deck of tarot cards. INTRODUCTIONTime was
invented so that everything would not happen all at once. AnonymousSo many people want to
know ‘when?’ As a tarot reader, you will be asked many times, “When…?” Every day I do
readings for others I expect to be asked questions, such as, when is a good time to start a new
business? When will I sell my house? When will I meet my future wife / husband? When will I get
married? When will I find a satisfying career? When will I have enough money to buy ___? When
will my court case end? When will my child straighten up? When will the blocks to my progress
dissolve? When will he /she come back to me? When will I have a spiritual break through?The
list goes on and on…So far, in your practice of reading cards, have you used a specific timing
method to gauge events, or do you tend to fly by the seat of your pants and make intuitive
guesses? Is there a general consensus you and your favorite readers have reached about how
to read time with tarot cards? Is it by gut feel? Do you "talk" to your deck while shuffling (as if it
were a person) and ask it for specific dates? Do you ask it to tell you when? Many tarot card
consultants might be surprised to find there are simple card reading methods which can be used
to accurately reveal, estimate or confirm time. In this work I share multiple methods, useful tips
and easy techniques toward that end. I include spreads which will help support your learning,
and with continued experience bolster your confidence, until enough experience makes you feel
certain about the accuracy of your timing answer, even without a spread.That having been said,
telling time with the cards takes practice and respect for its process and limitations. Admittedly,
establishing the time period for the events in a tarot spread is one of the most mysterious tasks
when reading the cards. In my experience of over thirty years studying tarotI have never met a
card reader who has not had to apply extra effort to this particular task. This is often because
each reading and person we read for is unique in many respects, and their uniqueness effects
time. With that in mind, if you know how to tell time with tarot this goal can be met. Ideally, you
will find that one of the many benefits of this work is that several approaches to reading time with



tarot cards are presented. Each includes a short list of steps to reach this goal, but these steps
are easy to climb. Throughout this work I guide you through the process, honing your skill at
each step.Unique components of this work focus on deck preparation and asking the right
question. If you have ‘programmed’ you deck, if you have a time frame established for each card,
if your method of time assignation is versatile, and if you know how to ask the right ‘when?’, then
it becomes much easy to find the answer.I provide a variety of correspondence charts that help
you visualize the concepts of tarot time. I trust each will work as well for you as it has for me. Do
not get hung up on whether any chart is ‘the one’. Charge your cards with the chart(s) you
prefer. I guide you through how you can even create your own timing deck. The catch is,
whatever system you choose, stick with that system, and watch how your cards offer timing
truths...time and time again!Can the Future Be Predicted?In the 3D world, the future can be
predicted to some extent based on the present situation, known trends extending into the future,
and past patterns of behavior. Things are no different in the metaphysical world. Similar
parameters can be made to apply. A standard rule for this work is, the sooner an event is to
happen the more likely an accurate prediction can be made as to its outcome. Another rule is,
the more orderly and less chaotic a forecasting system is the more likely the future can be
predicted.This concept is key to responsibly being able to forecast with the tarot: If a future
event is strongly based on events that have already taken place, it can probably be predicted by
tarot cards as easily as a current situation can be explored. On the other hand, if the future is
highly dependent on actions or decisions that have yet to be made, a prediction is less likely to
be correct. This incorrect outcome bears no reflection upon the reader, rather, this outcome is
all about a wide variety of interceding events which might or might not occur leading up to the
outcome. These preexisting events can, and will, alter the course of events which are ‘read’ at
the time of the card reading. The course alteration will impact the timing of the event in question
down the road.Before we dive into telling time with tarot I must remind (or inform) you that the
tarot cannot predict the future, nor can any other form of divination. Why not? Because, we are
the masters of our own destiny. Each and every one of us has been bestowed both ‘intuition’ or a
‘higher mind’ and free will. One voice tells us what we should do, the other tells us what other
options are. We choose which voice we will follow and how far we will follow it many times
throughout any given day. Every one of these choices alters the future. For example, an
outcome predicted this morning is subject to be forever altered, even altogether avoided, by
events that occur later today.It is essential that you understand the future is just a bunch of
holograms of possibilities and probabilities that we decide to accept or change every second of
our conscious and unconscious lives. The Tarot shows us some of the inner and outer states of
‘reality’ and how we might best deal with a problem, avoid making a wrong move, build a new
lifestyle or find a new partner, for example; but it cannot tell us the future since the future is never
really later. The future is now. All we have is now. To remind myself of this I greet each day with a
thank you to Source for the gift of the present (double entrendre intended).You see, you know
what you might do. You probably even know what you can do. Your inner voice or ‘higher mind’



knows what you should do. But, nothing knows, not even you, what you will do until you actually
do it. The tarot can give your intuition a fair hearing, but only you can give it the will needed to
act. Further, until you do in deed act, any outcome is only a possibility, perhaps even a
probability, yet it remains unmanifested. As an unmanifested event, nothing further can be built
upon it, except conjecture.So, to what extent can the future be predicted? This is a
philosophical question, and is one that the reader must ask and answer for him or herself. This
answer will depend a great deal on ones’ concept of how life works and how tarot readings
work.Who can Predict the Future?One of the toughest challenges of reading tarot cards
professionally is coping with the common ‘belief’ that tarot readers are ‘diviners of the future,
and therefore, charlatans’. Communities enact laws requiring tarot card readers to label
themselves and their work as entertainment. The church labels anything that takes power away
from it regarding influencing people’s minds behavior and self-development as evil and the work
of the devil. These unfair characterizations are a major factor in most tarot readers staying ‘in the
closet’ about their work. In thinking about the art of prediction, it is helpful to remember that
many people’s jobs involve predicting the future. Jobs like: weather forecaster, investment
broker, sports writer, insurance analyst...these are all jobs that predict future events. These are
mainstream jobs, some even somewhat exalted positions of employment, which bestow status
and respectability on the person. The church does not condemn these jobs, though these
people tell others what to expect and indirectly what to do, as a result of the expectation.Further,
the work of any gambling bookie is grounded in predicting future events, with odds established
based upon probability. Though this job might not carry the cache of the previously mentioned,
it is still legal and not forced to call itself something it is not, like entertainment, though it is
connected directly to the gambling and entertainment industry. If you think about it, traditionally,
these aforementioned jobs are associated with males and therefore, they are bestowed an air of
respectability. On the other hand, the tarot reader is typically female. And with the patriarchy
being what it is, it does not gratuitously bestowed respect upon her. But, why is this so?I think it
is because a professional tarot reader is often a job that can provide a woman with economic
independence without any ‘formal’ education, expensive overhead, or supervision by another
(i.e., a male authority figure or husband). The tarot reader is able to be an independent woman
and, as such this self-reliant activity then must be degraded and met with great skepticism;
oftentimes even made unlawful activity. This is the sad reality, if female economic dependence
upon a man is the greater society’s social goal. We know in the not so distant past this was how
society was organized. Also, in days gone by, a woman who had a profession which might have
attracted male clients was considered to be an immoral, even a dangerous woman. Afterall, men
and women can only do one thing together, right? Fortunately, much of that type of narrow-
minded ‘thinking’ has dwindled down to the fringes of society today. Nevertheless, due to
church teachings against seers (unless they are male, and then they are called prophets) and
malicious mischaracterization of witches, many people still mistrust divination specialists,
especially tarot readers. The laws in most communities today still require tarot readers to register



their professional trade as entertainment and to include a similar disclaimer to their work. This
characterization means we must signal to our clients that our work should not be taken
seriously. WTF?It is difficult to withstand the debasement and skepticism we must contend with,
consciously or unconsciously, in our work. This seems an aside, but is in fact tethered to the
truth that professional tarot readers need to be psychologically strong and confident, as well as
accurate, and mindful of their responsibility to others, when answering questions and giving
advice. This is why this particular work is important. We need to be as well prepared as
possible in order to counter act the dubiousness of our vocational status.Tarot and
SynchronicityThe contemporary physicists David Bohm, David Peat, and Michael Talbot believe
that synchronicities offer evidence of an implicit order behind the ordinary day-to-day order of all
things. Peat believes that synchronicities are flaws in the fabric of everyday reality; momentary
fissures that allow us a brief glimpse of the immense and unitary order that underlies all of
nature.The worldwide use of the concept of synchronicity is an important acknowledgment that
meaningful coincidences do occur without causal relationships. Nonetheless, synchronicity
itself is nothing more than a name for a phenomenon. The issue at hand is that during the
course of a tarot divination session, the cards that pass through the shuffler’s hands do connect
with some invisible superstructure. There must be a mechanism thorough which the cards in a
spread reflect part of some deeper order that contains our past, present, and possible future.In
divination, the shuffling and cutting of the cards opens the way for them to synchronistically
arrange themselves in an order that reflects the questioner’s situation. A tarot spread may be
envisioned as a series of archetypal snapshots of a segment of eternity-space that relate to the
querent’s interest.When the cards have been laid out, the Tarot Reader reads the cards in the
spread and translates their symbols in context of the querent’s inquiry, into the language of
everyday life. The purpose is to allow the querent to gain a better understanding of the situation
and become more aware of potential developments. The further purpose is so that insights
gained will help in choosing the right path going forward. This is possible because we can
change the outcome of any predicted situation by changing our behavior, our normal course of
action, reaction or thinking; but this requires will power, consciousness and truthful judgment of
our own abilities and actions.TO DO OR NOT TO DO PREDICTIVE READINGSPredictive
reading involves what will happen and when it will happen. Because our clients demand them,
most readers will find themselves doing predictive readings to some extent, even if they prefer a
different style of presenting information. Even tarot readers who are comfortable doing
predictive readings will occasionally be asked questions that go beyond the bounds of what they
feel is reasonably predictable.I bring this subject up because your ability to explain your views on
this subject to your clients will be helpful when you are asked a question requiring an answer you
believe is not possible to predict. For that reason, I suggest you give this issue considerable
thought and prepare a clear answer ready to be shared with clients who ask you to perform
predictions, especially if you are not comfortable doing predictive readings.On the bright side,
after completing your study of the content below, your growing know how will allow you to deftly



guide your client into a proper attitude and mind set so you can conduct accurate predictive
readings with ease and style.So, let’s talk about prediction in tarot practice…When we want
something badly, part of that desire involves knowing exactly when it’s going to happen. So
often, we will skip the ‘if’ it’s going to happen and choose to zero in on the ‘when’!But as Tarot
readers, we also know that exact timing can be mysterious. Since the future is not set in stone –
neither can be the timing of events. By now you should understand that we each have free will
and can make choices that will ultimately impact the timing of an event, or even if the event will
ever take place. Sure, we might predict that an event will happen, but it is our action (or lack
thereof) that will decide the realization of the event and the correlating timing of the event.Here’s
an all too typical example of how free will, or the misuse of free will, can impact the outcome and
timing of an event in actual tarot practice:A client comes to you in July worried about closing a
sale on his house before the holiday season begins. The house has been on the market for
many months with little activity from potential buyers. He has a reputable agent, but only a
couple of showings after many months under contract.Your perfectly executed spread shows
that their house would sell by November of the current year. This news makes your client happy.
“Great!” he thinks. “Now I can just sit back and relax because I know that not only that the house
will sell but that it will sell within the time frame I desire!” So, as a result of this belief, he chooses
to do nothing more to assist in the process of getting his house sold, including not prodding his
agent.Now, what is likely to happen as a result of this choice? The house will probably not sell
without continued effort, so the prediction of November is undermined by the client’s choice to
put no further effort into sell. And, indeed, no further action is taken and the house does not sell
by November’s end. Is this the tarot readers failing due to incompetence? Maybe. But, it is also
the clients free will, the determination to put forth no further effort, that caused the actual failure
of the prediction.Let me explain why this scenario is likely to unfold unfortunately from the start,
for both the tarot reader and the homeowner:November comes and goes. No house sale; not
even one offer comes in. “What a rip off!” the disgruntled homeowner exclaims, “I paid good
money for that useless tarot reader!” (Because, of course, the blame for this disappointing
outcome is not going to be his or her fault). Desperate to sell the house now, and annoyed the
prediction didn’t come true, the client puts firm pressure on his agent and the house is sold
within 2 months.So, what is the lesson learned?Well, perhaps the homeowner needed to
experience inactivity and passivity first in order to finally act to push his agent to exert more
dynamic effort. At this point it is obvious that it would have been more helpful to know that truth
of his situation with his agent, rather than to know a date - that might or might not be accurate,
depending on what action he took (or didn’t take).The tarot reader should have looked for clues
as to action steps to take in order for a ‘by November’s end’ sale to occur. The client should
have been advised that further effort would be necessary, and if that effort were extended, the
outcome of a sale could be assumed, and further, that without that effort it most likely would not
unfold as desired.You might reasonably be thinking at this time, ‘Why should I have to tell him
something so obvious?’ And you would be correct to assume that position. The sad truth is, in a



perfect world you would not have to do so. But in the real-world people are not perfect. As it
happens, most of us simply just want to escape stress and effort when possible. It is human
nature to cling to any belief that we feel absolves us of further effort /work /thought /expenditure.
This is why people must be reminded that they are the captains of their fate. What they do or do
not do matters more than anything else if they want outcomes in concert with their desires.Here
is another understanding of life and time that must be understood and accepted. This concerns
how life unfolds. Each of us usually needs to pass through a series of important lessons, tests,
or challenges before something is manifested into physical form. So, while we might be aware
that an event will happen, we know that it can only happen after a series of other events have
occurred and lessons have been learned or tests passed or challenges overcome. The timing is
up in the air for the ultimate event until the path leading to it has been successfully
travelled.CULTURAL TIMENow, let’s talk about time and how it is experienced by different
people.Have you noticed how different cultures experience and relate to time? It is important to
understand that time is just a shared concept. Yet, it is a human construct to which many of us
assign a prime importance in our lives. No matter what our background, we all have a sense of
time and an attitude about how much we will allow ourselves to be tyrannized by the clock or
calendar.For example, have you ever been to an undeveloped country? If you have, you likely
understand what I mean when I say, ‘other people’s time’. In so called ‘third world’ countries
things move at their own languid pace. Trains arrive and depart when they arrive and depart.
The posted schedule, if any, is simply a suggestion of time of arrival or departure. Animal herds
arrive to have a group meditation in the center of the road when they want. Westerners either
find this to be charming or infuriating. But in those pastoral places, the sun comes up and the
sun goes down; those actions being the major factors of time there.As a juxtaposition, Norse-
Teutonic tribes of ancient Europe had a different concept of time. In their culture, a day consisted
of only 12 hours and comprised solar day. The coming darkness was lunar night – a separate 12
hour ‘day’ period. The solar period was sunrise to sunset. The next day, lunar night, occurred
from sunset to sunrise. They saw the period of light and period of dark as separate, individual
days unlike the modern west that combines the two polarities into a cycle of 24 hours amounting
to a complete day increment.Today some modern western cultures are known for their almost
slavish obedience to the clock. The difference of one minute can send these people into a rage
or saddle them with a poor impression of another person, causing them to go so far as to make
assumptions regarding the ‘tardy’ persons character regarding honesty and reliability. In other
circles, a much more relaxed relationship with time reigns supreme and a timing faux pas of an
on-time arrival can cause a host to feel disrespected. To these people, stating 8 PM for a party
start, for example, is simply an indication that the event starts after dinner (and an after-dinner
nap, shower and change of clothes) i.e., 11PM or midnight. If this second type of person invites
you to their home for a dinner party and the invitation says dinner at 7pm, and you show up at
7pm sharp, the host is likely to resent your presence, as your punctuality will be construed as
inconsiderate. You are expected to be 20 minutes late. Which person is right or wrong? Well,



that depends on your cultural orientation.The point I am trying to make is you have to know your
audience, and do not make assumptions about people and their concept of time or interpretation
of when something begins or ends. It is best to steer clear of specific clock or calendar time
determinations without also couching those declarations with ‘ifs’ and ‘afters’; with such an event
being the time marker, rather than the clock or calendar.TIP: As with people, the use of any
deck, will show you by experience that deck’s own concept of ‘when'. Timing results will vary a
little depending on which deck you use, and how often you use it for time focused questions.
Think of this dynamic as similar to how you speak differently with different friends. Or, how
different friends experience time. It is something you have to get used and adjust for with
personal experience. The decks concept of time is something you will have to learn by practicing
with the cards.Finding Your Own TimeHere is the deal with timing…regardless of clock or
calendar, the Divine has established a journey and timetable for each one of us. No matter what
we do or do not do, the desired event will not manifest until the conditions have been met and
that attainment coincides with divine timing. This is exasperated further by the fact that most
‘events’ require other people, each being subject to their own divine time table. This
synchronicity of events is rare and is why major undertakings that finally successfully manifest
are such celebrated events! You might have noticed that Mother Nature loves diversity. I have
seldom met two people with the same ‘personal’ time. Personal time refers to your individual life
cycles and journey. Your Birth Chart, if you will. This information is the corner stone of your divine
timing.As it happens, there is only one way to find your ‘personal time’ outside of an astrological
reading. That way is journaling. One of the many benefits of keeping a journal is that you are
learning your own flow and concept of time as it interacts with you. Timing declared by cards will
be at best ‘guesstimates’, and will be over-ridden by your personal time, free will, and other
ingredients (people and obstacles, etc.) involved in your unique recipe for success.TIP: You
might notice that when keeping a journal, and you have a major life-change, your timing system
also changes. For whatever reason, you might find that now you have to add extra or reduce time
in readings. Just make the adjustment. It would be a strategic error to cling to a former method,
simply out of familiarity, if it no longer gives accurate results. As with most things in life, it pays to
be flexible and adjust as life demands. Journal keeping will help you recognize when these
shifts occur and make the tracking of them easier to spot.TIP: Knowing how you work with this
concept we call time is important. You must learn to incorporate your own reading timing flavor
into your interpretations for others.TIP: When reading for yourself, the cards will tell you exactly
what the ‘what and when’ of an event are…but you might find it tough to be objective and
accepting of this information, especially if it is not what you want to ‘hear’. This is an essential
truth of reading for yourself under any circumstance, timing questions are no different in this
respect.Approaches to DivinationPredicting means to know or tell beforehand what will happen.
It is the disclosure of knowledge about things that still have to occur. Predicting is also called
divining, as it is believed that it may divulge the will of the gods. A subcategory of divining is
oracling.Predictions normally are not made in plain language. Often, they are given in symbols



that are cryptic for the questioner, but intelligible for the diviner. The means by which these
messages are conveyed may be cracks in a burned bone, shapes formed by tea leaves,
positions of the planets, lines in hands, tarot cards, or many other methods used since earliest
times in an attempt to be prepared in advance.Divining is a phenomenon common in all
civilizations. The word comes from Latin and means “discovering the will of the gods” (divine =
godly). This meaning is based upon the belief that the gods determine the fate of humankind.
These days, divining has a wider meaning. It is an interactive process with two aspects:1)
Using a particular method, information is acquired about a question.2) The questioner is
assisted in the interpretation of the acquired information, i.e., a consultation occurs.Divination
has been common throughout the world for many centuries, among so called ‘primitive’ tribes as
well as in the eastern and western cultures of today. In all cultures people regularly seek help in
predicting the future. Today, we do not necessarily see this as uncovering the will of the gods,
but more as acquiring insight into developments that are about to happen as a result of their
present state in the world.
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Ebook Library Reader, “Great. I like this book but it's some of it is confusing but make sense. I
prefer not to tell tell time because if the prediction don't come true then your reputation is going
to be quest  so I keep it to myself.”

Ebook Library Reader, “Best book on tarot timing. She has included every possible method for
telling time.You can easily tell that she has lot of practical experience by reading the
book.Choose a method that resonates with you and stick to it.”

The book by Cathleen Vaune Carr has a rating of  5 out of 4.4. 7 people have provided feedback.
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